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§1. Introduction

The theory of indefinite complex submanifolds of an indefinite complex space

form is one of interesting topics in differential geometry and it is investigated by

many geometers from the various different points of view, see [1], [5], [8], [9], [12],

[19] and [20] for examples. Romero [18] gave a nice survey in this direction. Their

method in [1] and [3] seems to be interesting because they apply the Liouville-type

inequality

for a non-negative function /, where k is positive constant.

Let M be an ^-dimensional submanifold of an (n +/>)-dimensional complex

space form M"+P(c) of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c. Chem

pointed out that it is interesting to study the distribution of the values of the

squared norm hi of the second fundamental form a of M. The first value is of

course 0 in the case where M is totally geodesic. The purpose of this paper is to

investigate the Chern-type problem in the space-like Kahler geometry. The

Chern-type problem in the space-like Kahler geometry can be written as follows

Problem. Let M be an n-dimensional complete space-like complex sub-

manifold of an (n + p)-dimensional indefinitecomplex hyperbolic space CH^+P(c)

of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c and of index 2p(> 0). Then does

there exists a constant d in such a way thatif it satisfieshi > d, then M is totally

geodesic?
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In this paper, we prove the following

Theorem. Let M be an n(^3)-dimensional complete space-like complex

submanifold of an (n + p)-dimensional indefinite complex hyperbolic space

CH"+P(c) of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c and of index 2p(> 0).If M

is not totally geodesic and p S (l/2)n(n+ 1), then the squared norm hi of the

second fundamental form a of M satisfies

h2^
cnp(n + 2)

2(n + 2p) '

where the equality holds if and only if M is a complex projective space CP"(c/2)

a is parallel and p = (Il2)n(n +1).

§2. Semi-definite Kahler Manifolds

We begin with recalling basic formulas on semi-definite Kahler manifolds.

Let M be an ≪(^2)-dimensional connected semi-definite Kahler manifold

equipped with a semi-definite Kahler metric tensor g and almost complex

structure /. For the semi-definite Kahler structure {g,J}, it follows that / is

integrable and the index of g is even, say 2s (0 ^ s S n). In the case where the

index 2s is contained in the range 0 < s < n, the structure {g, J} is said to be

indefiniteKahler structure and, in particular,in the case where s = 0 or n, it is

said to be Kahler structure.

In this section, we shall consider M an n(^2)-dimensional connected semi-

definiteKahler manifold of index 2s, 0 ^ s ^ n. Then a local unitary frame field

{Ej} = {E＼,...,En} on a neighborhood of M can be chosen. This is a complex

linear frame which is orthonormal with respect to the semi-definiteKahler metric

g of M, that is, g(Ej,E/c) = sjSjk,where

sj = ―1 or 1 according as 0 ^j ^ s or s + 1 ^j ^ n.

Its dual frame field{coj} = {a>＼,...,&>,} consists of complex valued 1-forms of

(1,0) on M such that coj(Ek) ―SjSjk and co＼,...,con,a>＼,...,cdnare linearly

independent. Thus the natural extension gc of the semi-definite Kahler metric g of

M can be expressed as gc = 2J2j£jcojR co,-.Associated with the frame field{Ej},

there exist complex valued forms a>ik,where the indices / and k run over the

range 1,...,≪.They are usually called connection forms on M such that they

satisfythe structure equations of M:

(2.1) dcOj +
Y^

SjCOjj A COj = 0, COy + COji = 0,

7



(2.2)

(2.3)
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% =
^2

£k£iR]jkj0)k a co,

k.l
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where Q = (O,y) (resp. Rj-kj)denotes the curvature form (resp. the components of

the semi-definite Riemannian curvature tensor R) of M. The second formula of

(2.1) means the skew-Hermitian symmetricity of Qy, which is equivalent to the

symmetric condition

ijk jilk

Moreover, the firstBianchi identity implies the further symmetric relations

(2.4) ^ijkl
~

^ikjl
~

°Ikji
~

°ljki

Next, relativeto the frame fieldchosen above, the Ricci tensor S of M can be

expressed as follows:

(2.5) S = ^2 £i£j{SjjcOi<g>coj+ SjjCQj(g)coj),

Li

where S~= Ylk£k^kkr= ^7/= ^Jr ^e scalarcurvatureK of M is also given by

(2.6)

The semi-definite Kahler manifold M is said to be Einsteinif the Ricci tensor 5 is

given by

, K

Now, the components RJjkJmand R7jkJm{resp. SiJkand S^) of

derivativeof the Riemannian curvaturetensor R (resp. the Ricci

obtained by

Esm(R-.,j com + R-,j-com)= dR-.,T
"'v ijklm"' ijklm'"' ijkl

m

the covariant

tensor S) are

J2 e'n{Rrnjklcomi+ Rlmkl(Dmj + Rljmlojmk + RTjmcomi)

m

J2sk{SiJkcok + SfiCOk)
= dSfj

k

The second Bianchi formula is given by

Y^Zk{SkJcokl + Srkojkj).

k
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and hence we have

% %=

^ijklm

E

D_ _

≪'%//. ^ = 2X>%

where dK = Ylj£j(KjCQj+ KjCOj).The components S(jkland S{jkjof the covariant

derivative of S-jk

(2.7) $>(

are expressed by

%/≪/ + si]klc°l)= <%
]T£/(%o>ft + S.lk(oij+ Si7lcoik)

i

By the exterior differentiationof the definition of ${-kand taking account of

(2.7), the Ricci formula for the Ricci tensor S is given by

Sijkl Sij
Ik - £^£m yRlkim

m

Smj ^ikmjSim)

A plane section P of the tangent space TXM of M at any point x is said to be

non-degenerate, provided that the restriction gx＼p of gx to P is non-degenerate. It

is easily seen that P is non-degenerate if and only if it has a basis {≪, v} such that

g(u, u)g(v, v) ― g(u, v) # 0, and a holomorphic plane spanned by u and Ju is non-

degenerate if and only if it contains a vector v such that g(v, v) =£0. The sectional

curvature of the non-degenerate holomorphic plane P spanned by u and Ju is

called the holomorphic sectional curvature, which is denoted by H(P) = H(u). The

semi-definite Kahler manifold M is said to be of constant holomorphic sectional

curvature if its holomorphic sectional curvatures H(P) are constant for all non-

degenerate holomorphic planes P and for all points of M. Then M is called a

semi-definite complex space form, which is denoted by M"(c') provided that it is

of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c', of complex dimension n and of

index 2s. The standard models of semi-definite complex space forms are the

following three kinds which are given by Barros and Romero [4] and Wolf [21]:

the semi-definite complex Euclidean space C", the semi-definite complex pro-

jective space CP"(c') or the semi-definite complex hyperbolic space CH"(c'),

according as c' = 0, c' > 0 or c' < 0. For any integer s (0 ^ s ^ n), it is seen by

[4] and [21] that they are only complete, simply connected and connected semi-

definite complex space forms of dimension n and of index 2s.

The Riemannian curvature tensor Rj.kj of M"(c') is given by

c'
(2-8) R-ijkl= -£jSk{SijSki + SikSji).
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§3. Semi-definite Complex Submanlfolds

This sectionis concerned with semi-definite complex submanifolds of a semi-

definiteKahler manifold. First of all,some basic formulas for the theory of semi-

definitecomplex submanifolds are prepared.

Let (M',gf) be an (n+p)-dimensional connected semi-definite Kahler

manifold of index 2(s + t) (0 ^ s ^ n,0 ^ t Sp) and let M be an ^-dimensional

connected semi-definite complex submanifold of index 2s of M'. Then M is the

semi-definite Kahler manifold endowed with the induced metric tensor g. We

choose a local unitary frame field{EA} = {E＼,...,En+P] on a neighborhood of

M' in such a way that restrictedto M,E＼,... ,En are tangent to M and the others

are normal to M. Here and in the sequel, the following convention on the range

of indices is used throughout this paper, unless otherwise stated:

A,B,... = 1,...,≪,≪+ 1,...,≪+/?,

ij,... = 1,...,≪,

x,y,... =≫+ I,...,n+p.

With respect to the unitary frame field {EA}, let {cl>a} = {co,-,cux}be its dual

frame field. Then the Kahler metric tensor g' of M' is given by g' =

^Y^a^a^a R&>a- The canonical forms coa and the connection forms (Dab of the

ambient space satisfy the structure equations

(3.1)

d(£>A +
^2

EB°JAB A CDB = 0, COAB + <£>BA = 0

B

da>AB +

Uab

E sc<z>ac a cdCb = QAB

c

J2ec£dR'Abc3coc a mD

CD

where Q' = {£l'AB)(resp. i?'- -) denotes the curvature form with respect to the

unitary frame field {Ea} (resp. components of the semi-definite Riemannian

curvature tensor R') of M'. Restricting these forms to the submanifold M, we

(3.2)
cox = 0

and the induced semi-definiteKahler metric tensor g of index 2s of M is given by

g = 2J2jsjcoj R <x>j-Then {£)} is a local unitary frame fieldwith respect to this

metric and {≪,} is a local dual frame fielddue to {E;＼, which consists of complex
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valued 1-forms of type (1,0) on M. Moreover, co＼,...,con, co＼,...,&>, are linearly

independent, and they are said to be canonical 1-forms on M. It follows from

(3.2) and Cartan's lemma that the exterior derivatives of (3.2) give rise to

(3.3)

j

The quadratic form Ylij x£i8j£xhy(OiR cojR Ex with values in the normal bundle

is called the second fundamental form of the submanifold M. From the structure

equations of M', it follows that the structure equations for M are similarly given

by

dcOj +
＼^

SjCOy A COj = 0

7

COij + COji

(3.4) dcoij +
J^e^CO/jt

A COkj = Cly,

k

= 0

where Q = (Q,y) (ras/?.-^7^7)denotes the curvature form with respect to the

unitary frame field{E(} (resp. components of the semi-definiteRiemannian

curvature tensor R) of M.

Moreover, the following relationshipsare obtained:

(3.5)

where QAT

dcoxy +
y

8:COX: A C0-v = Q.xy

Ory =
^2£k£lRxyk7Wk

A CO/,

k,l

is called the normal curvature form of M. For the Riemannian

curvature tensors R and R' of M and M', respectively,it follows from (3.1),(3.3)

and (3.4) that we have the Gauss equation

(3.6)

X

and by means of (3.1), (3.3) and (3.5), we have

E>
R-

Hxykl
+

J28JhkJhJl

j

Using (2.5),(2.6) and (3.6),components of the Ricci tensor S and the scalar
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curvature K of M are given by

k
(3.7)

**&≫
h%

IJ

K

V j-k /

where /£= h＼= £*..v£*£.A^ and h2 = Y^jsj^-

285

Now, components h*jkand Z/^-of the covariant derivativeof the second

fundamental form of M are given by

Y^£k{h^kcok + hx~mk) = dh*j- J2£k(hxkJwki+ h?kcokj)+ ]TSyh^y

k k y

Then, substituting dh- into the exterior derivative of (3.3), we have

h?ik= h?ik= hL, hx- = -R'-..TlJK J'K rA7> ijk xijk-

Similarlycomponents hfjkland hx - of the covariant derivativeof hfjkcan be

defined by

Yl ziWjkW + hykf°i)= dh^jk~Yl&i%k u + hfocoij+ h^coiu) + J2Eyhlk<°xy

I I v

and by the simple calculation the Ricci formula for the second fundamental form

are given by

"ijkl

ijkl

= nijlk

-h-:T,
ulk

r

In particular,let the ambient space be an

,>

) E

V

eyRxyktv

(n + p)-dimensional semi-definite

complex space form M"+f(c) of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c and

of index 2(s + t) (0 ^ s S ≪,0 ^ f ^ ≫).Then, from (2.8), (3.6) and (3.7),we get

(3.8)

(3.9)

Rljkl=
28MS'JSkl

+ <M//) - J2£xh?khu

X

so
in ±1

2

)c

SjSjj ―
hi, hx-

J U ijk
= 0

And hence from (3.8) we obtain

(3-10) h*kT =
C-
(skh;dkl + Ethffi + ejhtfj,)- J^ersy(h^ + h^ + h%h$hyrl

r,v
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Here, we calculate the Laplacian of the squared norm A2 = |oc|2°fthe second

fundamental form a on M. The Laplacian A/22 of the function /?2is by definition

given as

A/?2 2 Y^ eiSjSkex(hfjhy)^

ij,k,x

= 2 Y^ eft-Sketchy + h*jkh*k+ h^hfi + hfjh^k)

i,i,k,x

Hence we have by the second equation of (3.9)and (3.10)

(3.11) Ah2 c(n + 2)h2 - 4h4 - ITrA1 + 2 J^ ei£j£k^hykhyk,

i,j,k,x

where hd = V＼:;s;8jh2-h2-, TrA2 is the trace of the matrix A2 and A =
^l<3 lv} U ji

§4. Space-like Complex Stibraanifolds

Let M' ― CH"+P(c) be an (n+p)-dimensional indefinite complex hyperbolic

space of index 2p(> 0) and let M be an ≪(Si2)-dimensional space-like complex

submanifold of M'. First of all, we will estimate the Laplacian of the squared

norm hi of the second fundamental form. By (3.8), we have

(4.1) Rt.,t
Jjkk

c

2
x

where we have used the fact that £x― ―1.

Since M is space-like, the normal space of M is time-like. So, the matrix

H = (h2-) is a negative semi-definite Hermitian one and hence all eigenvalues //.･

of H are non-positive real valued functions on M. The matrix A = (A*) is a

positive semi-definite Hermitian one and hence all eigenvalues jux of A are non-

negative real valued functions on M. Thus it is easily seen that

(4.2)

j

j

^2,fix= TrA = -h2,

X

X

n

>

1

p
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Also from the estimatingof the squared norm of

it follows that

(4.3)

,xtx h2

^^
/!(/!+1)

TrA2 >

2

(dijdki + dikSji)

n(n+ 1)
*!

}

287

where the equalityholds if and only if M is a complex space form. By (3.11)

(4.2) and (4.3),we have

A/22 g
c(n + 2)h2 - 4h4 - 2TrA2

^ c(n + 2)h2
4

n(n+ 1)
{n + 2)hl

where the equality holds if and only if M is a complex space form and the second

fundamental form of M is parallel.Let / be a non-negative function defined by

―hi. Then the above inequality is reduced to

(4.4)
Af^c(n + 2)f + -――

n(n + 1)
(n + 2)f＼

where the equality folds if and only if M is a complex space form and the second

fundamental form of M is parallel.

On the other hand, the Laplacian A/?2 of hj is also estimated in the different

type by (3.11) and (4.2). That is, we have

2
A/22 S c(n + 2)h2 {n + 2p)hj,

np

where the equality holds if and only if M is Einstein and the second fundamental

form of M is parallel. So, the function / defined by ―h2 satisfies

(4.5) A/ ^ c(n + 2)/ + ― (/i+ 2p)f2,
np

where the equality holds if and only if M is Einstein and the second fundamental

form of M is parallel.

Now, applying the generalized maximum principle due to Omori [16] and

Yau [221, Choi, Kwon and Suh [6] proved recently the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1. Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold whose Ricci tensor

is bounded from below and let F be any polynomial of one variable x with constant
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coefficientsCo,...,Qr+i such that

F(x) = cox" + Clxn~{+■■■+ ckxn~k+ ck+u

where n^2, n ―k > 0 and cq > c^+i-If a C2-function f satisfiesA/ ^ F(f), then

we have F(supf) ^ 0.

Owing to the above theorem, we estimatethe squared norm hj of the second

fundamental form a of M.

Theorem 4.2. Let M be an n(^2)-dimensional complete space-likecomplex

submanifold of an (n + p)-dimensional indefinitecomplex hyperbolic space

CH"+P(c) of constant holomorphic sectionalcurvature c and of index 2p(> 0).

Then the squared norm fi2of the second fundamental form ccof M satisfies

or

c 1
h2^-n(n + ＼) if p^ -≪(≪+!),

h2^
c

2{n + 2p)
np(n + 2) if p^ -n{n+ 1),

where both equalitieshold if and only if M is a complex space form M"(c/2), ocis

parallel and p = (l/2)≪(≪+1).

Proof. We can choose a suitable unitary frame field{E＼,...,En} so that

the negative semi-definite Hermitian matrix H ―(h2-) can be diagonalized. Then

the Ricci curvature S.j of M is given by

Sjr= ^{n+l)-tij

where we have used (3.9) and pi-is an eigenvalue of the negative semi-definite

Hermitian matrix H. Thus the Ricci tensor is bounded from below. Moreover,

the non-negative function / = ―h2 satisfiesthe Liouville type inequalities (4.4)

and (4.5). If we define a polynomial F(x) by

Fix)

1

n(n+ 1)

1

(n + 2)x{cn(n+ l)+4x}

(resp. F(x) ―― x{cnp(n + 2) + 2(n + 2p)x}),
np

then F satisfiesconditions of Theorem 4.1. So, we can apply Theorem 4.1 to the
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function / and hence we obtain

F(supf) S 0, i.e.,supf{cn(n + 1) + Asupf) ^ 0

(resp. supf{cnp(n + 2) + 2(n + 2p)sup/} ^ 0).

This means that if M is not totally geodesic, then

cn(n + 1) +4supf ^ 0, i.e.,4h2 ^ cn(n + 1)

(rej1/?.cnp(n + 2) + 2(n + 2p) supf ^ 0, i.e.,2(n+ 2p)li2^ cnp(n+ 2)),

where the equality holds if and only if M is a complex space form M"(c') (resp.

Einstein) and a is parallel,then, since the scalar curvature K of M is given by

(4.6) K = cn{n+ 1) - 2h2.

Comparing this with (3.9), we see that the firstequality holds if and only if

c' = c/2. On the other hand, the second equality holds if and only if hi is a

constant (c/(2(n + 2p)))np(n + 2) and a is parallel.It implies that

h2

from which it follows that

It completes the proof.

c

2(n + 2p)

c
np(n + 2) = jn(n + 1),

p = ＼n{n+＼)

□

Remark 4.1. Under the same assumption as statedin Theorem 4.2,we get

c c
h2^ -n(n+l) and h2^―,――-np{n + 2).

4 2(n + 2p)

Here, in order to prove our main theorem, we will consider the totally real

bisectional curvature of M. A plane section P in the tangent space TXM of M at

any point x in M is said to be totallyreal if P is orthogonal to JP. For the non-

degenerate totally real plane P spanned by orthonormal vectors u and v, the

totallyreal bisectional curvature B(u, v) is denned by

(4.7) B(u, v)
g(R(u,Ju)Jv, v)

g(u,u)g(v,v)

For a space-like complex submanifold, using the firstBianchi identity to (4.7) and

fundamental properties of the Riemannian curvature tensor of a space-like
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complex submanifold, we get

(4.8) B(u, v) = g(R(u, v)v, u) + g(R(u, Jv)Jv, u) = K(u, v) + K(u, Jv),

where K(u, v) means the sectional curvature of the plane spanned by u and v.

From now on, we suppose that u and v are space-like orthonormal vectors

in the non-degenerate totally real plane P. If we put u' ― (＼/y/2)(u + v) and

v' = (1/v/2)(m ― v), then it is easily seen that

g(u'tu') = l, g(v',v') = l, g(u',v')=0.

Thus we get

B{u', v') = g(R{u', Ju')Jv', v') = ＼{H(u) + H(v) + 2B(u, v) - 4K{u, Jv)},

where H(u) = K{u, Ju) means the holomorphic sectional curvature of the holo-

morphic plane spanned by u and Ju. Hence we have

(4.9) 4B(uf, v') - 2B(u, v) = H{u) + H(v) - 4K(u, Jv).

If we put u" = (l/V2)(u + Jv) and v" = (l/V2)(Ju +v), then we get

g(u",u") = ＼, g(v",v") = l, g(utt,v")=0.

Using the similar method as in (4.9), we have

(4.10) 4B{u", v") - 2B(u, v) = H{u) + H(v) - 4K(u, v).

Summing up (4.9) and (4.10) and taking account of (4.8), we obtain

(4.11) 2B(uf, v') + 2B(u", v") = H(u) + H(v).

In the sequel, let b(M) or a(M) be the supremum or the infimum of the set B

of totally real bisectional curvatures on M. Suppose that the totally real

bisectional curvature is bounded from above (resp. below) by a constant b

(resp. a). From (4.11), it follows that

(4.12) H(u)+H(v)£4b (resp. ^4a).

We can choose a unitary frame field {isi,2i2, ...,£",} on a neighborhood of

M. With respect to this unitary frame field,let {≪i,co2, ･･
■
,con} be a dual frame

field. The holomorphic sectional curvature H(Ej) of the holomorphic plane

defined by Ej is given by

H{Ej)=g(R(Ej,Ej)Ej,Ej)=RM.

On the other hand, it is easily seen that the plane spanned by Es and E^ (j =£k)
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is totallyreal and the totally real bisectional curvature B(Ej,E/c) is given by

(4.13) B(Ej,Ek) = g(R{Ej,Ej)EkiEk) = R]jkll j * k.

From the inequality (4.12) for u = E; and v = £V, we have

(4.14)

Thus we have

(4.15)

Rt:7 + RT r ^Ab (resp. ^4a), j # k.

E(%+ Rkkkk) ^ 2bn(n ~1) {resp. ^2an(n - 1))

which implies that

(4.16)

i

where the equality holds if and only if Rj.-j= 2b (resp

Since the scalar curvature K is given by

we have by (4.15)

K^2

K = 2
V

R-u
Z―s Jjkk

uk
-E%

j

from which we have

(4.17)

j

K

~2

= 2a) for

)

any index /

iresp.
^Y.R]jjJ+2an(n-ln

bn(n-＼)
(

resp. ^
K

~2
― an{n ― 1)

where the equality holds if and only if R-k^ = b (resp. = a) for any distinct

indicesj and k. In thiscase, M is locally congruent to Mn(b)(resp. M"(a)) due to

Houh [7].Also (4.14) gives us £;**(%+ R~kkkl<)S 4b(n - 1) (resp. ^4a(n - 1)),

(≪-2)%+£****^4Z>(≪-l) (resp. ^4a(n - 1))

From this together with (4.17),it follows that we have
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(4.18)
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(n-2)RM^b{n-l)(n + 4)--

[resp. >a(n ―l)(n + 4) j
V 2)

for any index j, so that the holomorphic sectional curvature Rj-jjis bounded from

above (resp. below) for n ^ 3. Moreover, the equality holds for some index j if

and only if M is locally congruent to Mn(2b)(resp. Mn(2a)).

Since the Ricci curvature S-- is given by

we have by (4.13)

%=g%+6(≪-l) (resp.*% + ,(,-1))

and hence,from (4.18),we get

(4.19)

" = 2(≪- 2)
{4b{n- ＼)(n+l)-K＼

(resp.
^^-^{4a(n-l)(n+l)-K^j

On the other hand, using (4.19), we get

n n ― 2

( resp >2S;7 +

and hence we have

s
jj

(4.20)

I resp.

1

>

<

11 n-2

2(n

1

2)

s
k-k

(n- ＼){4b{n-!)(≪+ 1) - K}

(n-＼){4a{n- ＼){n+l)-K}＼

{(2n - 3)K - 4b(n - 1)2(≪+1)}

―^--{(2n-3)K-4a(n-l)2(n+l)}']

Combining this with (4.18) and (4.20), we get
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EkRM £ ^{(w - l)K - (2≪3- 3n + 2M

(

resp. 5S ―!-{(/! - ＼)K - (2n3 - 3/i+ 2)fl})
n ―2 I
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for any distinctindices j and k.

First of all,before we estimate the supremum of B, we treat here the infimum

a(M).

Theorem 4.3. Let M be an n(^3)-dimensional complete space-likecomplex

submanifold of CH"+P(c), p > 0. Then we have

(1) a(M)^°v

(2) a{M^WTlWT2F)"{"+p + l)-

Proof. Since the totallyreal bisectional curvatures are bounded from below

by (4.1), there exists a constant a such that

Rjjkk^ a for any h kU # k)-

Hence, by (4.16), (4.17) and (4.6), we have

2an S Yl R]jjJ=
＼n^n +

!) - ^2 - an(n - 1).

j

Thus we get

(4.22) 2h2^(c-2a)n{n+l).

From the estimate of h2 in Theorem 4.2 together with (4.22), it follows that we

get

(4a-c)n(n+ 1) g 0.

It completes the proof of the firstassertion.

Also, from Theorem 4.2 and (4.22), we can easily prove the second assertion.

□

Remark 4.2. (1) The above firstassertionis essentiallyproved by Ki and

Suh [10].But theirone is unfortunatelyincomplete in order to apply another

Liouville-typetheorem, so the gap is here recovered.
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(2) Theorem 4.3 can be restatedby the following

a(M) ^

a(M) ^

c

Z i(P^

2(n+l)(n + 2p)

＼n{n+l)

n{n+p+＼) if p^
＼n{n+＼).

Next, we estimate the supremum b(M) of the totallyreal bisectionalcur-

vatures of the space-likecomplex submanifold M.

Theorem 4.4. Let M be an n[>,V)-dimensional complete space-like sub-

manifold of an (n + p)-dimensional indefinitecomplex hyperbolic space CHp+p(c)

of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c and of index 2p(> 0). Then the

supremum b(M) of the totallyreal bisectional curvatures of M satisfies

b{M) <
c

2(^2)
(n3 -2n + 2).

Proof. By Remark 4.1,it is seen that the squared norm hi of the second

fundamental form of M is restrictedby

(4.23) 0^h2^ ~n(n+l),

where the second equality holds if and only if M is a complex space form

M"(c/2) and the second fundamental form of M is parallel.By (4.21),we see

that any totallyreal bisectionalcurvature R-k^(j ^ k) satisfies

(4.24) %* ^ ―2 {(n " ^ " (2w' ~3n + 2)fl(M)>'

where the equalityholds if and only if a(M)

we have

(4.25)

b(M) ^

= c/4. By the definition of b(M),

{(≪-＼)K- (2≪3- 3n + 2)fl(M)}.

~2 n-2
(n-l)h2

1

n-2

Together with (4.6) and the resulta(M) ^ c/2 by (4.1),we obtain

b(M)

where the equalityholds if and only if a(M) = c/2. From (4.23) and (4.25),it

turns out to be
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b(M) ^
c

2(/i - 2)
(n3 -2n + 2).
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By conditions for the equalities of (4.24) and (4.25), we have the conclusion.

□
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